The meaning of compound noun phrases can be approximated in the form of lexical interpretations extracted from text. The interpretations hint at the role that modifiers play relative to heads within the noun phrases. In a study examining the role of query sessions in explaining compound noun phrases, candidate interpretations of compound noun phrases are extracted from pairs of queries that belong to the same query session. Experimental results over multiple evaluation sets of noun phrases show a higher accuracy of the interpretations when extracted from query sessions rather than from individual queries.
and allow for the extraction of relevant interpretations. Indeed, textual document collections are a useful source for extracting paraphrases of compound noun phrases [19, 36] . As an alternative to using document collections, collections of Web search queries produce interpretations that may be more accurate [28] than when extracted from documents, even if the source queries are available simply as a set of queries that are independent from one another. Contributions: Expanding upon [28] , the experiments reported in this paper examine the role of Web search queries vs. query sessions in uncovering the semantics of open-domain class labels in particular; and of compound noun phrases in general. Queries and query sessions are the source for candidate lexical interpretations of compound noun phrases. The interpretations turn implicit properties or subsuming roles ("composed by", "from", "used in") that modifiers (beatles, french, ayurvedic) play within longer noun phrases ("beatles songs", "french macarons", "ayurvedic medicinal plants") into concrete strings. The roles of modifiers relative to heads of noun phrase compounds cannot be characterized in terms of a finite list of possible compounding relationships [10] . Hence, the interpretations are not restricted to a closed, pre-defined set. In experiments comparing query sessions and independent queries, over evaluation sets of noun phrases from multiple sources, more accurate interpretations are extracted from query sessions.
INTERPRETING NOUN PHRASES
Compounds: Let N be a compound noun phrase, containing a head H preceded by modifiers M . Each of H and M may contain one or multiple tokens. Being a compound, the sequence of modifiers and head in N act as a single noun [10, 16] , which refers to a concept whose meaning is based on the semantics of its components [24, 35] . Hypothesis 1: If N is relevant and of interest to Web users, then in a sufficiently large corpus it will eventually be referred to in relatively more verbose search queries, which reveal the implicit role that modifiers M play relative to the head H. Hypothesis 2: If N is relevant and of interest to Web users, then in a sufficiently large corpus it will eventually be referred to in the same query session [34] as more verbose search queries, which reveal the implicit role that modifiers M play relative to the head H. Extraction from Queries: Figure 1 gives an overview of the role of queries and query sessions in extracting interpretations of compound noun phrases. The compound noun phrases to be interpreted are available as an input vocabulary of noun phrases. For example, the vocabulary might include the noun phrases "beatles songs" and "ayurvedic medicinal plants". The source of candidate interpretations takes the form of anonymized queries, from which possible interpretations of the noun phrases must be extracted. The queries are available as a set of pairs of anonymized queries submitted within the same query sessions, and also as a set of independent anonymized queries, collected from the queries that form the pairs. For example, the set of queries may include "songs written by the beatles" and "medicinal plants in ayurvedic products". Optionally, if the queries are available as query sessions rather than merely as a set of queries, the queries "beatles songs" and "songs written by the beatles", or "ayurvedic medicinal plants" and "medicinal plants in ayurvedic products", may be pairs that belong to the same query sessions.
The extraction consists of several steps [28] : (1) the selection of a subset of queries that may be candidate interpretations of some yet-to-be-specified noun phrases; (2) the matching of the selected queries to the noun phrases to interpret; and (3) the aggregation of matched queries into candidate interpretations extracted for a noun phrase. Selecting Candidate Interpretations: As a pre-requisite, the noun phrases to interpret and queries are both part-of-speech tagged [5] . A query is deemed to be a candidate interpretation of a hypothetical compound noun phrase that might consist in a modifier M immediately followed by a head H (e.g., "(ayurvedic)M (medicinal plants)H "), if the query matches one of the following patterns [28] :
• passive constructs, for example "(medicinal plants)H used as (ayurvedic)M drugs";
• prepositional constructs, for example "(medicinal plants)H in (ayurvedic)M products";
• relative pronoun constructs, e.g., "(medicinal plants)H that are used in (ayurveda)M ".
The patterns effectively split matching queries into four consecutive sequences of tokens Q=[Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4], where H and M correspond to Q1 and Q3, and Q4 may be empty. For example, in the lower portion of Figure 1 , one of the patterns matches the query "(medicinal plants)H in (ayurvedic)M products", thus splitting the query into "medicinal plants" as Q1, "in" as Q2, "ayurvedic" as Q3 and "products" as Q4. Mapping Noun Phrases to Interpretations: Each noun phrase to interpret is split into all possible decompositions of two consecutive sequences of tokens N =[N1 N2], where the two sequences correspond to a hypothetical modifier and a hypothetical head of the noun phrase. For example, the noun phrase "ayurvedic medicinal plants" is split into ["ayurvedic medicinal", "plants"] and separately into ["ayurvedic", "medicinal plants"]. If N1 and Q3, and N2 and Q1 respectively, match, then the matching query Q (e.g., "(medicinal plants)H in (ayurvedic)M products") is retained as a candidate interpretation of the noun phrase N ("(ayurvedic)M (medicinal plants)H "), as shown in the middle portion of Figure 1 . If the noun phrases are interpreted using query sessions instead of independent queries, the matching query Q and the noun phrase N must satisfy an additional constraint, namely to be one of the pairs of queries that are available as part of the same query session. Otherwise, the matching query Q is discarded. Mapping via Modifier Variants: At its simplest, the matching of the hypothetical modifier relies on strict string matching. Alternatively, original modifiers in the noun phrases to interpret may be matched to queries via expansion variants. Variants are phrases that likely play the same role, and therefore share interpretations, as modifiers relative to the head in a noun phrase. Variants allow for the extraction of candidate interpretations that may otherwise not be available in the input data. For example, the variant rolling stones available for beatles allows for the matching of beatles in the noun phrase "(beatles)M (songs)H ", with rolling stones in the query "(songs)H played by (rolling stones)M ". The candidate interpretation "(songs)H played by (beatles)M " is extracted for the noun phrase "(beatles)M (songs)H ", even though the query "songs played by beatles" might not be present among the input queries.
Possible sources of variants include, among others, distributionally similar phrases [21] , where the phrases most similar to a modifier would act as its variants. Mappings from adjectival modifiers in noun phrases (e.g., ayurvedic in "ayurvedic medicinal plants" in Figure 1 ) into the nominal counterparts (e.g., ayurveda) that are likely to occur in interpretations (e.g., "(medicinal plants)H that are used in (ayurveda)M ") are also useful. Concretely, as described later in the experimental setting, variants are generated using WordNet [12] , distributional similarities and Wikipedia [33] . Aggregation of Candidate Interpretations: Candidate interpretations of a noun phrase are aggregated from source queries that matched the noun phrase. The frequency score of a candidate interpretation is the weighted sum of the frequencies of source queries from which the candidate interpretation is collected, possibly via variants of modifiers. In the weighted sum, the weights are similarity scores between the original modifier from the noun phrase, on one hand, and the variant from the source query into which the modifier was mapped, on the other hand [28] . The weights for the variants beatles and rolling stones relative to the original modifier beatles are 1.0 (identity) and within [0.0, 1.0] (distributional similarity), whereas the weights of adjectival modifiers such as ayurveda for ayurvedic are 1.0. Separately from the frequency score, a penalty score is computed that penalizes interpretations containing extraneous tokens. Specifically, the penalty counts the number of nouns or adjectives located outside the modifier and head. For example, the penalty scores assigned to the interpretations "(songs)H by (beatles)M " and "(medicinal plants)H that are used in (ayurveda)M " are 0. In comparison, the penalty scores for the interpretations "(songs)H that (beatles)M play" and "(medicinal plants)H in (ayurvedic)M products" are 1. From among candidate interpretations extracted for a noun phrase, interpretations whose penalty score is higher than 1 are discarded. Candidate interpretations extracted for a noun phrase are ranked in increasing order of their penalty scores or, in case of ties, in decreasing order of their frequency scores.
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

Sources of Textual Data:
The experiments rely on a random sample S of around 3 billion unique pairs of fully-anonymized Web search queries in English. The sample is drawn from pairs of queries within the same query session(s), as submitted to a general-purpose Web search engine. A session contains queries submitted in relatively quick succession by the same anonymized user [34] . The queries from the query pairs in the sample S are separately organized as a sample Q of around 1.5 billion unique queries. Each query in Q is available independently from other queries, and is accompanied by its frequency of occurrence in the query logs. In this setup, each query in Q also appears as a query in some query pair in S. Conversely, each query in a query pair in S also appears as a query in Q.
Experimental Runs:
The experiments consist in extracting interpretations from the independent queries Q, in the case of run RQ, as introduced in [28] ; or from the query sessions S, in the case of run RS, as proposed here.
Sources of Variants:
The original form of the modifiers is denoted as orig-phrase. Three types of variant phrases are collected for the purpose of matching modifiers within noun phrases to interpret, with phrases from queries. Relations encoded as ValueOf, Related-Noun and Derivationally-Related relations in WordNet [12] are the source of adj-noun variants. They map around 6,000 adjectives into one or more nouns (e.g., (french→france), (electric→electricity), (aquatic→water)). A repository of distributionally similar phrases, collected in advance [21, 29] from a sample of around 200 million Web documents in English, is the source of dist-sim variants. For each of around 1 million phrases, the variants consist of their 50 most similar phrases (e.g., art garfunkel→ {carly simon, melissa manchester, aaron neville, ..}). A snapshot of all Wikipedia [33] articles in English, as available in June 2014, is the source of wiki-templ variants. For each of around 50,000 phrases, their wiki-templ variants are collected from Wikipedia categories sharing a common parent Wikipedia category (e.g., "albums by artist") and having a common head ("art garfunkel albums", "black sabbath albums", "metallica albums"). The different modifiers (art garfunkel, black sabbath, metallica) that accompany the shared head are collected as variants of one another. Among the four types of variants, wiki-templ variants are applied only when the noun phrase to interpret, and the source Wikipedia category names from which the variants were collected, have the same head. For example, X=art garfunkel→{black sabbath, metallica, 50 cent, ..} is applied only in the context of the noun phrase "X albums". As shown in Figure 2 , the extraction of interpretations via some of the variants allows for effectively inferring interpretations via other variants, as long as the noun phrases share the same head. When computing the frequency score of a candidate interpretation as the weighted sum of the frequencies of source queries, the weights assigned are 1.0, for orig-phrase, adj-noun and wiki-templ variants; and the available distributional similarity scores within [0.0, 1.0], for dist-sim variants. IsA is a set of class labels (e.g., "academy award nominees"), originally extracted from Web documents via Hearst patterns [15] , and associated with at least 25 instances each (e.g., zero dark thirty). WikiC is a set of Wikipedia categories that contain some tokens in lowercase beyond prepositions and determiners, and whose heads are plural-form nouns (e.g., "french fiction writers"). Only phrases that are one of the fulllength queries from the input set of Web search queries are retained in the respective sets, as vocabularies of noun phrases to interpret; other phrases are discarded.
EVALUATION RESULTS
Relative Coverage: Because it is not feasible to manually compile the exhaustive sets of all string forms of valid interpretations of all (or many) noun phrases, we compute relative instead of absolute coverage. At least one interpretation is extracted from query sessions and independent queries for more than 500,000 of the noun phrases from all input vocabularies. Considering only that subset, Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number of candidate interpretations extracted per noun phrase. Given a count of extracted candidate interpretations fixed between 1 and 20, run RS consistently extracts that number of interpretations for a higher fraction of the noun phrases from the input vocabularies than RQ does. The apparent advantage of run RS over RQ in fact reflects its inability to extract as many candidate interpretations as RQ does. Indeed, although not shown in the graphs, more than 100 interpretations are extracted per noun phrase for 14.5% (RQ) vs. Following evaluation methodology introduced for other opendomain information extraction tasks, the top 20 interpretations extracted in an experimental run for each evaluation phrase are manually annotated with correctness labels. As shown in Table 2 , an interpretation is annotated as: correct and generic, or correct and specific, if relevant; okay, if useful but containing non-essential information; or wrong. To compute the precision score over an evaluation set of phrases, the correctness labels are converted to numeric values. Precision of a ranked list of extracted interpretations is the average of the correctness values of the interpretations in the list. Table 3 provides a comparison of precision scores at various ranks in the extracted lists of interpretations, as an average over all phrases from an evaluation set. Several conclusions can be drawn from the results. First, at a given rank, the average precision of a run varies from one evaluation set to another, since the evaluation sets are selected from vocabularies from different sources. Second, precision levels are encouraging for all runs. Third, with the exception of precision at rank 1 for the IsA evaluation set, run RS produces more accurate interpretations than RQ across all ranks and across all evaluation sets. In particular, when considering the top 20 interpretations extracted for all phrases from the union of all evaluation sets, about half of the interpretations are correct, for RS; vs. slightly over a third, for RQ. At rank 1, the precision of RS is higher than 0.8. Within an evaluation set, the accuracy of extracted interpretations varies between the experimental runs, as well as from one evaluation phrase to another, as illustrated in Table 4 string forms of interpretations of a given noun phrase, measuring precision at a particular rank (e.g., 20) in a ranked list of interpretations may be too conservative. Table 5 summarizes a different type of scoring metric, namely the presence of any relevant interpretation, among the interpretations extracted up to a particular rank. Relevance is flexibly defined, by requiring the interpretations to have been assigned a certain correctness label, then computing the average number of evaluation phrases for which such interpretations are present up to a particular rank. Intuitively, the resulting scores at a given rank may be lower for RS than for RQ. Indeed, as RS effectively attempts to discard incorrect interpretations that RQ would otherwise produce, it may occasionally discard relevant interpretations. Especially when few interpretations are extracted in the first place, discarding relevant interpretations may adversely affect the scores measuring the presence of any relevant interpretations. However, even as they are affected by this phenomenon, the scores in Table 5 are still competitive for RS relative to RQ. The scores indicate that at least one of the top 5 interpretations is correct and specific for about 1 out of 3 noun phrases in the evaluation sets on average.
Popular Heads, Modifiers and Interpretations:
The most frequent heads induced by interpretations extracted in RS are shown in Figure 4 . Although the incorrect head wikipedia is present in the upper graph, most of the heads and modifiers seem plausible, suggesting that the input vocabulary does contain reasonably clean compound noun phrases. In the lower graph, the prominence of location-related phrases (e.g., uk, indian) among the most popular modifiers for the ListQ vocabulary is not unexpected, but is not characteristic for all vocabularies. For example, in the case of the IsA vocabulary, the most popular modifiers are business, social, good, human, famous, with the earliest location-related modifier american being only the 24th most popular modifier. Figure 5 illustrates the most popular interpretations extracted for noun phrases in the ListQ vocabulary. For example, if interpretations are restricted to those containing more than just prepositions and determiners, the ninth most popular interpretation is "(H) written by (M)", where H and M stand for the induced heads and modifiers respectively. terpretation "runners from ethiopia" for the noun phrase "ethiopian runners". Similarly, wiki-templ variants metallica and 50 cent of the modifier art garfunkel, in the context "X albums", allow for the extraction of the interpretation "albums sold by art garfunkel" for the noun phrase "art garfunkel albums", via the interpretations "albums sold by metallica" and "albums sold by 50 cent". Table 6 quantifies the impact of various types of variants, on the coverage of noun phrase interpretations. The scores provided for each variant type correspond to either non-exclusive (upper portion of the table) or exclusive (lower portion) contribution of that variant type towards some extracted interpretations. In other words, in the lower portion, the scores capture the fraction of the top 10 interpretations that are produced only by that particular variant type. The results illustrate four phenomena. First, all variant types contribute to increasing coverage, relative to using only orig-phrase variants. Second, dist-sim variants have a particularly strong impact. Third, wiki-templ variants have a strong impact, but only when the contexts from which they were collected match the context of the noun phrase being interpreted. On the WikiC vocabulary in the lower portion of Table 6 , the scores for wiki-templ illustrate the potential that contextual variants have for extracting additional interpretations. Fourth, the relative impact of the types of variants is comparable between runs RQ and RS. Figure 6 quantifies the impact of various types of variants, on the coverage of noun phrase interpretations, and thus provides an alternative view to the lower portion of Table 6 . The results illustrate several phenomena. First, dist-sim variants have a particularly strong impact. Second, wiki-templ variants have a strong impact, but only when the contexts from which they were collected match the context of the noun phrase being interpreted. On the WikiC vocabulary, the scores for wiki-templ illustrate the potential of contextual variants in extracting additional interpretations. Third, beyond inherent variations, the relative impact of the types of variants is consistent between runs RQ and RS. Impact of Size of Textual Data: When more input queries or query sessions are available, better interpretations for more compound noun phrases may be extracted from the queries. Conversely, a reduction in the amount of textual data available in the form of queries may lead to interpretations of lower quality extracted for fewer compound noun phrases. Ablation experiments, whose results are summarized in Table 7 , quantify the impact of the size of the textual data on the extracted interpretations. To this effect, the run RS is applied to incrementally smaller input textual data. The input query session data is organized as a set of unique pairs of queries that are available as part of the same query session. From the entire query data of 100% of the query pairs, a series of iteratively smaller query data are created, in the form of random samples of 25%, 10% etc. of the original set of query pairs. As expected, there is a clear impact of the size of the input textual data, on interpretations extracted in run RS over the ListQ evaluation set. The second column in Table 7 measures coverage. More precisely, it shows the number of evaluation phrases, out of the 100 evaluation phrases available in the ListQ evaluation set, for which some interpretations are extracted from query data of a particular size. When extracting from a quarter or a tenth of the original query data, some interpretations are extracted for 88 and 76 respectively of the 100 evaluation phrases.
The precision scores in the upper portion of Table 7 are computed as an average over all 100 evaluation phrases in ListQ. The scores quantify how precision increases, when the size of the input query data increases. But the scores are affected by both precision and coverage, rather than just precision. Indeed, when less input data is used, some of the decrease in scores can be attributed to the lack of any interpretations being extracted, for some of the evaluation phrases. Such evaluation phrases are effectively penalized, as they contribute zeros to the averages computed in the upper portion of the table. In contrast, no penalty is given to such evaluation phrases in the lower portion of Table 7 . For a given input query data, the scores in the lower portion are computed over the subset of evaluation phrases with some extracted interpretations. Therefore, the scores in the lower portion of the table are a better indicator of the effect of a reduction in the size of the query data, on the quality of extracted ranked lists of interpretations. As the size of the textual data increases, the accuracy of the ranked lists of extracted interpretations also increases. Table 8 illustrates the same phenomenon, when considering the presence of any relevant interpretation, among the interpretations extracted up to a particular rank. As the size of the textual data increases, the interpretations extracted up to a particular rank include a relevant interpretation for more of the evaluation phrases, from among the subsets of evaluation phrases from ListQ for which run RS extracts some interpretations for a given data size. Interpretations from Queries and Sessions: An additional, hybrid run RH merges the ranked candidate interpretations produced by RS and RQ. More precisely, a ranked list of candidate interpretations in RH is the concatenation of the ranked list from RS, if any, followed by the ranked list from RQ. Only the earliest occurrence of any duplicate interpretation is retained in the merged list. Thus, run RH re-ranks interpretations that are extracted from query sessions ahead of interpretations extracted only from independent queries, but otherwise keeps all interpretations extracted from independent queries as well. The precision at rank 1 is the same for RH as for RS, over each evaluation set and also over their union. At other ranks, RH preserves the advantage (or disadvantage) in accuracy that RS has over RQ, but to a lesser degree. For example, when compared to earlier results in Table 3 , the precision scores at ranks 5 and 20 for run RH are 0.707 and 0.502 over the ListQ set, 0.619 and 0.396 over IsA, and 0.640 and 0.410 over WikiC. Discussion: Independently of the source of queries (e.g., independent queries or query sessions) from which interpretations are extracted, a noun phrase is intuitively more difficult to interpret if it is relatively more rare or more complex (i.e., longer). Additional experiments quantify the effect in run RS, by measuring the correlation between the presence of some extracted interpretations for an input noun phrase, on one hand; and the frequency of the noun phrase as a query (in Table 9 ), on the other hand. In Table 9 , the effect is visible in that query frequency is higher for noun phrases with some extracted interpretations (in the left portion of the table) vs. noun phrases with none (in the right portion). For example, for the ListQ vocabulary, the average query frequency is 4.3 higher for noun phrases with some extracted interpretations. Similarly, in Figure 7 , a larger fraction of the input noun phrases with a particular number of tokens have some extracted interpretations, when the number of tokens is lower rather than higher. The effect is somewhat less pronounced for, but still applicable to, the WikiC vocabulary. That a larger fraction of the longer noun phrases can be interpreted in the WikiC vocabulary is attributed to the role of wiki-templ variants in extracting interpretations that would otherwise not be available.
RELATED WORK
A large body of work addresses the more general task of opendomain information extraction from text [2, 6, 38, 11, 23, 17, 41] . Extracted relations are tuples of an argument (yellow submarine), a text fragment acting as the lexicalized relation (composed by), and another argument (beatles) (cf. [11, 22] ). A particular type of extracted relations are IsA relations, linking instances (yellow submarine) with their class labels ("beatles songs") [2, 8, 37, 20, 7, 39, 32, 13] .
Interpretations extracted from queries act as a potential bridge between facts, on one hand, and class labels, on the other hand, available for instances. The former might be inferred from the latter and vice versa. There are two previous studies that are relevant to the task of extracting facts from existing noun phrases. First, [40] extract facts for attributes of instances, without requiring the presence of the verbal predicates usually employed [11] in opendomain information extraction. Second, in [26] , relations encoded implicitly within Wikipedia categories are converted into explicit relations. As an example, the explicit relation <deconstructing harry, directed, woody allen> is obtained from the fact that deconstructing harry is listed under "movies directed by woody allen" in Wikipedia. The method in [26] relies on massive, manuallycompiled knowledge, and does not attempt to interpret compound noun phrases.
Relevant interpretations ("songs composed by beatles") represent alternative class labels of instances (yellow submarine) that may be originally associated with the class labels being interpreted ("beatles songs"). They may be beneficial in typed search [9] or entity search [1, 32] . In that case, class labels submitted as queries may be answered by instances available for the class labels.
In previous work on the acquisition of paraphrases of compound noun phrases, most methods [19, 36] operate over documents, and may rely on text analysis tools including syntactic parsing [25] . In contrast to [28] , the experiments reported here extract interpretations from query sessions, and show that the interpretations are more accurate than from independent queries. The interpretations are further related to paraphrase acquisition in that, similarly to output of other open-domain information extraction methods, they would benefit from grouping together extractions that are lexically distinct but semantically equivalent.
Queries are used as a textual data source in other tasks in opendomain information extraction [18, 31, 14] . In particular, query sessions are shown to be useful in paraphrase acquisition [42] , ranking class labels extracted for instances [27] or instances extracted for class labels [3] and the disambiguation of instances mentioned in queries relative to entries in external knowledge repositories [30, 4] .
CONCLUSION
The experiments described in this paper quantify the extent to which interpretations better explain the roles that modifiers play within longer noun phrases, when the interpretations are extracted from query sessions rather than independent queries.
Future work explores the role of human-curated resources such as dictionaries and encyclopedias, in guiding the acquisition of interpretations from documents and queries; and alternatives for combining interpretations from queries and from query sessions.
